The enthalpy and structural volume changes (DH i and DV i ) produced upon photoinduced formation and decay of the red-shifted intermediate (pR ¼ I 1 ) in the photoactive yellow protein (WT-PYP) from Halorhodospira halophila and the mutated E46Q-PYP and E46A-PYP, were determined by laser-induced optoacoustic spectroscopy (LIOAS) using the two-temperatures method, at pH 8.5. These mutations alter the hydrogen bond between the phenolate oxygen of the chromophore and the residue at position 46. Hydrogen bonding is still possible in E46Q-PYP via the d-NH 2 group of glutamine, whereas it is no longer possible with the methyl group of alanine in E46A-PYP. In all three proteins, pR decays within hundreds of ns to ms into the next intermediate, pR
Introduction
Photoactive yellow protein (PYP) is a blue-light photoreceptor, thought to be responsible for the negative phototactic response in Halorhodospira halophila.
1 PYP contains a single PAS [PerArntSim] domain, 2 binding 4-hydroxycinnamic acid as its chromophore, via a thiol-esther bond with cysteine 69. 3, 4 In the PYP ground state, pG (l max ¼ 446 nm), the chromophore has its vinyl group in the trans configuration 5 and is deprotonated as a phenolate. 4, 6 The phenolate oxygen participates in a hydrogen bond (HB) network with glutamate 46, tyrosine 42, and threonine 50. 5, 7 The HB network lowers the pK a of the phenolic group from 8.8 in the free chromophore to about 3 in the protein. [8] [9] [10] The mechanism of the PYP photocycle can be described in simple terms as follows: Upon blue-light excitation the chromophore undergoes isomerization into the cis form. This drives pG into the red-shifted pR (also called I 1 ) intermediate (l max ¼ 465 nm) within 3 ns at room temperature. pR decays into the long-lived, blue shifted species, pB (I 2 , l max ¼ 350 nm), within 200 ms. pB returns to pG in hundreds of ms. 11, 12 Precursors of pR have been detected by means of femto-and picosecond spectroscopy. [13] [14] [15] Given that PYP is small (14 kDa), water soluble, stable, and relatively easy to crystallize, 4, 16 it has become a useful model system for the study of protein-chromophore interactions in photosensor proteins and for the changes they undergo during the lightinduced reactions. 17 A key issue in photosensor proteins-all binding a prosthetic group for light absorption in the visible part of the solar radiation spectrum-is the understanding of how the structural changes induced in the chromophore by the primary photochemical event (i.e. isomerization in PYP) are transmitted to the protein and which kind of thermodynamic changes are produced. 18 The early, thermally stable, intermediates appearing in the fs to short ms time domain are of fundamental importance because the way the configuration of the active site is altered by light absorption, coupled with the amount of energy stored in these intermediates, determines the kinetics and yield of the subsequent steps. This concept has become clear during the study of the thermodynamics of the early events in mutated photosensors 19, 20 and of halorhodopsin in the presence of different anions. 21 The strong coupling of the chromophore with the protein moiety restricts the chromophore mobility. E.g., isomerization takes place with only minor displacements in PYP, most probably through flipping of the thiol-esther linkage and not of the aromatic ring. 22, 23 The altered chromophore geometry nevertheless affects the protein microenvironment to such an extent that photosensors always exhibit structural changes accompanying the ns formation of a ground state red-shifted intermediate, i.e., pR in PYP, 24 K or K-like in archaeal rhodopsins, [19] [20] [21] 25, 26 bathorhodopsin in bovine rhodopsin, 27, 28 I 700 in phytochrome, 29 and LOV 660 in the LOV domains of phototropins. 18, 30, 31 The structural changes taking place upon formation of the red-shifted intermediates are readily detected as reaction volume changes (DV i ) by means of laser induced optoacoustic spectroscopy (LIOAS). This particular DV i ¼ DV 1 , corresponds to the earliest detectable event by LIOAS. 32 Although no net charge transfer occurs at this stage, the value of DV 1 is in many cases similar to that measured for the formation of the charge separated state in photosynthetic units, attributed to electrostriction phenomena. 33 This interpretation has been questioned 18 and in the case of the above mentioned photosensors, it appears that electrostriction cannot be the origin of DV 1 .
Given that the largest protein conformational changes, concomitant with the formation of the signaling state, take place in later steps of the photoinduced transformations, occurring in ms to ms and involving protein regions far from the chromophore, the observed values of DV 1 most probably originate in rearrangements of weak interactions within the protein cavity containing the chromophore, e.g., changes in the number and strength of HB and electrostatic interactions of the chromophore with surrounding amino acids and/or with internal water molecules. Other effects such as an increase in void volume upon protein unfolding have also been considered. 34 In this communication, we report LIOAS measurements with WT-PYP and its mutated variants E46Q-PYP and E46A-PYP, under identical conditions. The pH was in all cases 8.5 in order to have the main proportion in each of the three proteins with the deprotonated chromophore. Hydrogen bond formation between the chromophore phenolate and the NH 2 group is still possible in the E46Q-PYP protein, but no proton transfer can occur between these groups. In fact, it has been shown that HB between Q46 and the phenolate oxygen in E46Q-PYP is of average length, having then less stability than the shorter HB from E46 in WT-PYP. The unusually short HB from Y42, on the other hand, remains unchanged in the E46Q-PYP parent state as in WT-PYP. 7 In E46A-PYP, a HB is absent between A46 and the chromophore, although most probably the HB from Y42 is still present. These two mutant forms are then particularly interesting, given that the HB network centered around the phenolic oxygen is the core of the PYP photocycle and E46 has been shown to be a major determinant both of the absorption maximum (see Fig. 1 ) and of the apparent pK a value of the chromophore. This pK a increases from 2.8 in WT-PYP to 5.3 and 7.8 in E46Q-PYP and E46A-PYP, respectively. 8, 9 It is known that the E46Q mutation does not fundamentally affect the formation quantum yield of pR (vide infra), but has a strong effect on the kinetics of the photocycle. In fact, the isomerization is complete in far less than 1 ns in WT-PYP and in PYP-E46Q. 35 The rate in PYP-E46Q at pH 8.5 is about five times faster for the pR to pB transition and three times faster for the recovery of pG from pB. 36 The faster formation of pR in PYP-E46Q was attributed to the looser HB between the amide group and the chromophore in the parent state that facilitates the completion of chromophore isomerization and protein relaxation. 37 FTIR experiments at room temperature confirmed this postulate, because they indicate that E46 remains protonated upon pR formation and that the HB with the phenolate oxygen on the chromophore is even strengthened in WT-PYP. 23, 38, 39 This interpretation has been recently questioned by the results of time-resolved (150 ps) Laue crystallographic snapshots at room temperature and high crystallographic resolution (1.6 Å ). 40 The discrepancy will be analysed in the light of the present data.
Important for the data presented in this paper is the fact that pR (¼ I 1 ) in all three cases (the WT and the two mutated proteins) is formed within the time considered ''prompt'' for the LIOAS experiments (see below). The formation of pB, although faster in E46A and E46Q with respect to WT-PYP, 8, 41 occurs with lifetimes that fall beyond the LIOAS time-window (a few ms, see also the Results section).
We show in this paper that DV 1 (identified as the structural volume change concomitant with pR formation, DV pR ) is not influenced by the E46Q mutation, whereas it is strongly changed by the E46A mutation. The data presented in this report also indicate that the arrangement of the HB network has a large influence on the transition of pR to a second redabsorbing intermediate pR 0 with a lifetime of 1-2 ms at 4 1C. The existence of an intermediate (pR 0 ) has been previously reported using time-resolved optical rotatory dispersion, 42 and also transient absorbance spectroscopy (see ref. 42 for the discussion of this topic). However, a photothermal technique such as LIOAS is more sensitive to detect transitions involving the protein skeleton and its application permits the evaluation of the enthalpy and structural changes involved in the transition. 43 Our results are in line with results from FTIR spectroscopy, 23, 35, 38, 39 confirming the key role of the HB network rearrangements in the formation of pR and point to a larger role of structural changes with respect to enthalpic changes in determining the subsequent kinetics. Furthermore, we also find that the relaxation in the hundreds of ns to short ms, 43 is somewhat slower for E46Q-PYP and much slower for the E46A-PYP mutated protein than for the WT-PYP. This transition, attributed to a protein relaxation preceding the intramolecular proton transfer necessary for the formation of the signaling state pB, 43 shows quite different activation parameters in the case of E46A-PYP, largely inhibited in its ability to participate in the HB network, whereas the activation parameters for the same transition in WT-PYP and in E46Q-PYP are similar.
Experimental
Sample preparation PYP and site-directed mutants thereof (i.e., E46Q and E46A) were prepared and isolated as described by Kort et al. 44 and Hendriks et al. 10 as hexa-histidine tagged apo-proteins in Escherichia coli. The E46Q variant was made as described by Hendriks et al. 10 The E46A mutation was introduced using the QuickChange kit (Stratagene) and with pHISP as a template. 44 The sequences for the mutagenic primers for the E46A mutated protein were 5
(the underlined bases indicate the mutated codons). The mutations were confirmed using nucleotide sequence analysis. Protein samples were used without removal of their hexa-histidinecontaining N-terminal tag in 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH ¼ 8.5.
The measurements were performed in Tris buffer 10 mM, pH ¼ 8.5 (22 1C) . Due to the temperature dependence of the pH Tris-buffers the pH is not constant with temperature; it changes to about 9.1 at 4 1C.
Absorption spectra were recorded with a UV-2102PC spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Germany, Duisburg, Germany).
Excitation for the LIOAS experiments was achieved by pumping a frequency-tripled pulse of a Nd:YAG laser (SL 456G, 6-ns pulse duration, Spectron Laser System, Rugby, Great Britain) into a Beta Barium Borate Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO-C-355, bandwidth 420-515 nm, Laser Technik Vertriebs GmbH, Ertestadt-Friesheim, Germany) as previously described. 19 The beam was shaped by a 0.5 Â 6 mm slit. The set-up allowed a time resolution of ca. 20 ns by using deconvolution techniques. 45 The laser wavelengths were 440, 450, and 460 nm for the experiments with WT-PYP, E46Q-PYP, and E46A-PYP, respectively. The experiments were performed in the linear regime of amplitude versus laser fluence. The total incident energy normally used was ca. 20
). Solutions of New Coccine (FLUKA, Neu-Ulm, Germany) were used as calorimetric reference in the same buffer as PYP. 46 Absorbance from sample and reference solutions were matched at AE0.001 absorbance units at each of the temperatures of the LIOAS measurements. This procedure was needed because the work was carried out at pH ¼ 8.5, very near the pK a value of the PYP chromophore in E46A-PYP, 47 where small temperature changes result in changes of the absorption spectrum due to the temperature dependence of the Tris-buffer. Since only the coloured deprotonated chromophore absorbs in the visible, the measurement always refers to the excitation of the species with the deprotonated chromophore. The variation in absorbance between 3.6 and 10 1C (the extremes for the LIOAS measurements) was o10%.
The time evolution of the pressure after laser excitation was assumed to be a sum of monoexponential functions. The deconvolution analysis yielded the fractional amplitudes (j i ) and the lifetimes (t i ) of the transients (Sound Analysis 3000, Quantum Northwest Inc., Spokane, WA). The time window was between 20 ns and 5 ms.
At every temperature, for each resolved i-th step, the fractional amplitudes j i are a sum of the contribution from the fraction of energy released as heat (a i ) plus that from the structural volume change (DV i ), according to eqn. (1): 32, 48 
where E l is the molar excitation energy, b ¼ (qV/qT) p /V is the cubic thermal expansion coefficient, c p is the heat capacity at constant pressure, r is the mass density of the solvent, and F i the quantum yield of the i-step. The separation of a i and DV i was achieved by means of the two temperatures method (TT). 49 The sample waveform was acquired at a temperature at which heat transport is zero, T b¼0 ¼ 3.6 1C for this buffer (i.e., the calorimetric reference gives no signal at this temperature), and at a slightly higher temperature T b40 (7 and 10 1C). At T b¼0 the LIOAS signal is only due to structural volume changes, DV i . The reference for deconvolution was recorded at T b40 , and eqns. (2a) and (2b) were then used to derive a i and DV i :
Flash photolysis measurements were performed with the equipment previously described using excitation at 460 nm. 50 The pulses were of 5-6 mJ incident energy and the protein solutions had an absorbance A(460) ¼ ca. 0.5 (the exact value depending on the sample). The bleaching of the respective parent form pG was followed at 460 nm for WT-PYP, E46Q-PYP, and E46A-PYP. The maximal bleaching in the pGabsorption band was taken as a measure of the pB formation quantum yield, F pB for each of the three proteins. F pB was considered equal to the quantum yield of formation of pR, F pR . Corrections were made for the small differences in the ground state absorption of the solutions. In view of the fact that the value of F pR for WT-PYP was previously accurately measured, 24 ,51 the values of F pR for E46Q-PYP and for E46A-PYP were determined at room temperature relative to those of WT-PYP. F pR for E46Q-PYP and E46A-PYP was calculated by using eqn. (3) 
Results
The absorption spectra of the E46Q-PYP, E46A-PYP and WT-PYP are shown in Fig. 1 . As previously reported, the E46Q mutation shifts the ground state absorption maximum from 446 to 462 nm. 36 The alanine mutation shifts the red band even more to the red.
The raw parameters measured by LIOAS afford the extensive enthalpy changes, F i DH i , and structural volume changes, F i DV i , per absorbed einstein. To determine the corresponding molar quantities, the F i values were measured by flash photolysis with optical detection of the transient absorbance. The quantum yields obtained with eqn. (3) were 0.2 AE 0.1, and 0.2 AE 0.1 for E46Q-PYP, and E46A-PYP, respectively, measured with WT-PYP (with F pR ¼ 0.33 AE 0.05 24, 51 ) as the reference. 
LIOAS results: enthalpy and conformational changes
The LIOAS signals for WT-PYP, E46Q-PYP, and E46A-PYP at 3.6 1C (T b¼0 ) are shown in Fig. 2 (each recorded at absorbance A ¼ 0.17, at the respective l exc ; see Table 1 for the excitation wavelengths which in all cases were in the maximum of the red absorption band). The signals were best fitted by a sum of two exponential terms (see Fig. 3 ) containing information about the enthalpic and structural volume changes of the two transitions [see eqn. (1)]. After using the results obtained at T b¼0 and at T b40 with eqns. (2a) and (2b) the extensive values were calculated ( Table 1) .
The LIOAS experiments were also carried out using a different set of excitation wavelengths, i.e., exciting in the red flank of the respective pG absorption band (480, 490, 495 nm for WT-PYP, E46Q-PYP, and E46A-PYP, respectively). Also in this case the absorbance was A ¼ 0.17 at the respective excitation wavelength. The results are similar (Table 2) , within experimental error [note that the a values depend on the excitation wavelength and should be lower for excitation with photons of lower energy, see eqns. (3a) and (3c) below] to those obtained for excitation in the blue flank of the respective absorption bands (Table 1) .
The prompt process, with t 1 o 20 ns, corresponds to the formation of pR. 12 The time-resolved step, with t 2 ca. 1 ms, has been already reported and should correspond to a protein relaxation leading to a transient state pR 0 . 34, 43 In fact, also time-resolved UV/Vis-and optical dichroism studies have found a (5 AE 1.5) ms step which may be associated, within the mutual experimental errors, with the same process. 42 This step cannot be assigned to the much slower formation of pB 0 or pB (¼I 2 ), albeit for E46A-PYP a fast component with lifetime ¼ 1.6 ms could be measured for this process at room temperature by time-resolved UV/Vis spectroscopy. 42 We were not able to detect such a transition at 25 1C, probably due to the fact that the contribution from this fast component in the formation of a blue-shifted intermediate is much smaller than the dominant 20 ms one. 41 The molar values of DH i and DV i for each step are obtained from the values in Tables 1 and 2 with eqns. (3a) through (3d), under the assumption that F pR ¼ F pR 0 and neglecting radiative decays:
In these equations DH pR and DV pR are the molar enthalpic and structural volume change for the reaction from pG to pR, and DH pR-pR 0 and DV pR-pR are the molar enthalpy and structural volume change for the pR to pR 0 reaction. The assumption F pR ¼ F pR 0 is justified because no bleaching recovery is observed within the pR lifetime, that would indicate pG recovery from pR.
The calculations afford the results reported in Table 3 (with the raw data from Table 1 , i.e. excitation in the maximum of the respective absorption band) and in Table 4 (with the raw data in Table 2 , i.e., excitation in the red flank of the respective absorption band).
The values of DV pR for WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP (Tables 3  and 4 ) are similar to those reported in the same temperature range (between 7 and 10 1C) by Terazima, 34 as well as to the value derived in our laboratory from temperature-dependent measurements. 24 The pR to pR 0 transition is exothermic in all three cases when exciting in the respective absorption maximum, and also exothermic for WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP but endothermic for E46A-PYP for excitation in the red flank of the absorption band. However (see Discussion), the absolute value of a for this transition is so small that speculations about the enthalpic Table 1 Fractional heat (a i ) and structural volume change per absorbed einstein (F i DV i ) for each of the two steps detected by LIOAS upon excitation of mutated E46Q-PYP and E46A-PYP, and WT-PYP at wavelengths in the maximum of the respective absorption spectrum. change should be avoided. Fluorescence is neglected since in all cases the fluorescence quantum yield is o10 À3 . The lifetime t 2 associated with the pR -pR 0 transition is temperature dependent in the range between about 3 and 25 1C (Fig. 4) . The experimental values of t 2 collected in Table 5 were fitted with the Arrhenius eqn. (4),
in which E a is the activation energy, T the absolute temperature, R the gas constant, and A the pre-exponential factor. The derived values for E a and A are listed in Table 5 . Although the temperature range is very limited and the errors associated are large, especially for A, it is evident that the mutated E46A-PYP protein shows considerably larger temperature dependence than WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP.
Discussion
The quantum yield of pR (I 1 ) formation
The concept that the pG bleaching measured 2 ms after the laser pulse is equal to the pR formation quantum yield F pR in the case of WT-PYP was supported by the LIOAS measurements of the photosaturation of the pR $ pG equilibrium.
51
For E46Q-PYP a value of 0.2 AE 0.1 was measured by the pG bleaching method, using the quantum yield value for WT-PYP as reference (F pR ¼ F pB ¼ 0.35 AE 0.05). By applying a similar procedure the value 0.2 AE 0.1 was determined for the bleaching of pG in E46A-PYP. For this mutated protein it is not completely certain that the pG bleaching after 2 ms has the same value as F pR . At pH 8.5 there is an equilibrium between the deprotonated and the protonated chromophore in E46A-PYP and also the kinetics of the photocycle contains additional components in the short milliseconds time range. 53 In fact, a pH-dependent return to the ground state of the pB precursor (called I 0 1 ) was observed. This was also the case for the E46Q-PYP photocycle. Notwithstanding this consideration, as a preliminary approach we use the value F pR ¼ F pB ¼ 0.2 AE 0.1 for E46A-PYP (see the Experimental section for the variation of absorption with temperature).
We note that the fractional heat evolved upon formation of pR (a 1 ) is the same, within the experimental error, for excitation of all three protein samples with wavelengths corresponding to the maximum of the respective absorption spectrum (Table 1) as well as in the red flank ( Table 2 ). In as much as a 1 is a function of the product, DH pR F pR , i.e., the energy content of the pR intermediate, DH pR , times the quantum yield for its formation, F pR , [reorganization of eqn. (3a) ] it is difficult to envisage an almost exact compensation of both terms. In fact, the DH pR values obtained when using the quantum yields determined independently by flash photolysis with optical detection, are the same for the three proteins within the large experimental error. The associated lifetimes are t 1 o 1 ns, and t 2 ¼ 1.8 ms. In each case the fitted curve from convolution of the reference signal with a sum of two exponentials, describing the time evolution of the pressure after excitation, overlaps the sample curve. The distribution of errors is depicted in each case in the centre of the figure. The thermodynamic parameters and the number of hydrogen bonds involved
Both the DH pR and DV pR values are negligibly affected by the E46Q substitution. The formation of pR, as monitored by FTIR, is accompanied by minor changes in the protein skeleton. 22, 38, 54 The phenolic oxygen carrying the negative change in the parent state pG is part of a HB network involving directly three adjacent residues (E46, T50, and Y42) with no intervening water molecules. 5, 7 The crystal structure of a cryotrapped early intermediate, 55 precursor of pR, shows very little changes in the HB, whereas it has been reported that E46 strengthens the HB with the chromophore in pR. 22, 38, 54 In a recent high resolution analysis of the cryo-trapped species accumulated upon excitation of WT-PYP as well as of E46Q-PYP, three species-all precursors of pR-were found which are identical for the two proteins. In all three species the HB between E46 or Q46 and the phenolate oxygen remains constant upon isomerization. 56 This indicates a heterogeneity of the intermediates (confirmed also by recent resonance Raman measurements) 57 but also indicates that the very early stages of the photocycle are indistinguishable for both proteins. 56 The most plausible interpretation of the negative and similar DV pR values in WT-PYP and in E46Q-PYP is that there is a strengthening of the HB network around the chomophore. This interpretation agrees with the room-temperature FTIR studies 23, 35 which showed that the HB between the chromophore and Q46 is retained in the period immediately subsequent to isomerization. In other words, the isomerization of the chromophore causes an overall shortening of the total chromophore length. This shortening in turn drags together the amino acids hydrogen bonded to it.
Recent room-temperature, time-resolved Laue experiments with E46Q-PYP show that the HB between the chromophore and Q46 is broken at a later stage, though faster than in WT-PYP and the HB between the chromophore and Y42 is preserved, although lengthened, relative to the dark state. 40, 58 Rajagopal et al. 40 report the presence of two intermediates (in the crystal) with lifetimes of 260 and 770 ns. Should the 260 ns state (called IE1) correspond to the pR state observed in our LIOAS experiment, we could not attribute the DV pR contraction to a strengthening of the HB with E46 (or Q46), since in IE1 the HB is disrupted. However, most likely, in solution we are observing an earlier state.
With E46A-PYP the effect is different. Although the energy level of pR for this mutated protein is similar to that for WT-PYP and for E46Q-PYP, DV pR is even positive, probably indicating just an enlargement of the already looser protein cavity upon isomerization of the chromophore. The E46A mutation influences pR formation (and decay, vide infra) through its remarkable influence on the HB network in the vicinity of the chromophore phenolic ring. 22 In fact, in all our previous studies with photosensors with an isomerizable chromophore, an expansion was observed concomitant with the sub-ns formation of the red-shifted intermediate upon isomerization. 18 It is interesting to speculate that in view of the fact that the isomerization of the chromophore in E46A-PYP affords an expansion of 15 ml mol À1 , the difference with the contraction in WT-PYP and in E46Q-PYP (À5 ml mol À1 , see Table 4 ), i.e., ca. À20 ml mol
À1
, should represent the contraction of the HB network around the chromophore in WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP. This speculation does not take into account the possible subsidiary interactions created in the mutated E46A-PYP. However, this thought is interesting because it means that the large positive volume change (probably associated with a large positive entropic term), produced by the isomerization, compensates the large HB contraction, probably associated with a large negative entropic term. Thus, the formation of pR seems to be mainly determined by the enthalpic term, since its enthalpy level is already about 50% below the 0-0 band of PYP.
Model studies have shown that shortening of one HB from water to a CN substituent in Ru II bipyridine cyano complexes results in a contraction of ca. 4 ml mol
. 59, 60 Should this be a general value for such a shortening, the value determined for WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP would represent the contraction of 4-5 HB around the chromophore in pR.
As observed for halorhodopsin 21 and sensory rhodopsins, 61 also in WT-PYP and its mutated derivatives, the conformational and structural changes occurring during the early steps, albeit involving minor modifications in the overall protein structure, drive the rest of the photocycle.
The microsecond intermediate
The lifetime t 2 associated with the time-resolved step in LIOAS is similar, albeit the associated errors are large. This step is definitely slower for E46A-PYP and is characterized by minimal differences in the heat evolved between the three proteins [taking into account the large error in the very small value of the extensive property a 2 , from which the enthalpy change is derived, eqn. (3c)]. There is, however, a large difference in the values of DV pR-pR 0 , i.e., a small expansion for WT-PYP, a larger one for E46Q-PYP, and a much larger one for E46A-PYP. We support the concept already outlined by Terazima and coworkers, 43 that this process is due to rearrangements of the weak interactions in the active site.
The larger value of DV pR-pR 0 for E46Q-PYP, is indicative of a larger conformational freedom of the weaker HB between the chromophore and the adjacent amino acid at position 46. This interpretation would be in line with the one given above regarding the comparison of our data and the FTIR data at room temperature. 23 Our present results indeed indicate that the HB perturbation influences the pR to pR 0 transition, in view of the larger value of DV pR-pR 0 in E46Q-PYP than in the WT, whereas it does not influence the value of DV pR , concomitant with pR formation.
The larger expansion during the pR to pR 0 step for the case of E46A-PYP (which cannot form the corresponding HB) should again indicate a very large entropic change, i.e., a larger number of hydrogen bonds are rearranged. This is also reflected in the large A factor determined from the temperature dependence of the rate of the pR to pR 0 transition (Table 5 ). However, the step is slower in E46A-PYP, due to a higher activation energy. Therefore, this step shows a partial entropyenthalpy compensation effect, typical of HB-controlled transitions. 62 This effect documents the importance of the HB network in assisting the formation of the activated state for this transition. In other words, the chromophore cavity is so Fig. 4 Arrhenius plot (eqn. (4)) of the temperature dependence of t 2 in the range 3-25 1C. The errors associated to each data point arise from averaging two sets of measurements and four waveforms for each set and temperature. For excitation wavelengths see Table 1 . disrupted in its HB structure in E46A-PYP as to strongly perturb the activated transition to the pR 0 transient, i.e., on the way to formation of the pB signalling state. Probably the signalling state is produced in the mutated protein through an alternative way to that in WT-PYP.
We note that UV-Vis 'silent' intermediates were observed in our laboratory with other chromoproteins using LIOAS. With a mutated sensory rhodopsin II from Natronobacterium salinarum (pSRII-D75N) a UV-Vis silent species with a 400 ns lifetime independent of temperature in the 6.5-52 1C range was observed. 19 This species decays to the optically visible species K 565 . A similar transition has been observed by step-scan FTIR with bacteriorhodopsin. 63 In the case of bacteriorhodopsin, reconstituted with isomerization-inhibited 5.12-translocked retinal, a UV-Vis optically silent 300 ns intermediate was observed and attributed to protein relaxation after radiationless deactivation of the 12 ps intermediate produced upon excitation of the non-isomerizable chromophore. 64 
Conclusions
Comparison of the results from time-resolved LIOAS with WT-PYP and the two mutated proteins, E46Q-PYP and E46A-WT in which the possibility to form an HB between the chromophore phenolate and the residue at position 46 is either modified or prevented, respectively, has allowed to establish that the lack of that HB strongly influences the structural changes concomitant already with the production of the first intermediate, pR. Interestingly, the quantum yield for the production of pR is not strongly affected by the mutations. The pR energy content is also not affected (within the relatively large error bars) by the mutations. In contrast, the structural volume changes are strongly affected going from a relatively large contraction of ca. 15 ml mol À1 for pR formation in WT-PYP and E46Q-PYP to an expansion of ca. 5 ml mol À1 in E46Q-PYP. We attribute the contractions concomitant with pR formation preferentially to contraction of the HB network around the chromophore (between 4 and 5 hydrogen bonds) as a consequence of its isomerization which causes a decrease in its overall length. This drags together the aminoacids linked to it. The LIOAS technique afforded a clear identification of the next intermediate, pR
0 , difficult to detect by optical methods. The activation parameters for pR decay into pR 0 are drastically enlarged for E46Q-PYP, which reinforces the important role played by Glu46 in providing the proper cavity arrangement for the correct functioning of the phototransformation. Thus, application of LIOAS to PYP in solution yields information crucial to the understanding of the mechanism of internal proton movements preceding the formation of the signalling state. The large contraction in WT-PYP is a structural characterization of this process. The absence of this process in E46A-PYP, which in spite of the inhibition produces a pR state and eventually the signalling state (albeit with lower yield and slower than WT-PYP), shows that the protein can find alternative paths to reach the signalling state. None of the theoretical models on PYP have, so far, properly taken into account these HB rearrangements nor properly predicted the associated rate of the intramolecular proton transfer. Yet, for a better understanding of the PYP mechanism, it is crucial to gain knowledge by other methods about the movement of water molecules during the photocycle. 
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